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               Kia Motors maintains the same prices and sales conditions nationwide to safeguard customers' trust.

▶ Colors depicted in photographs may differ from the actual colors due to printing limitations.    

▶ Drive efficiently : 1. Do not accelerate or stop abruptly.     2. Use only genuine parts to optimize product performance and extend life expectancy.

 “ Discrepancies between the brochure and products sold may occur due to changes since the time of printing. Specifications may change due to suppliers’ conditions. 

   Photographs may depict optional features. Please refer to the most recent monthly price list when purchasing a car and contact a sales representative.”

    Caution: Please read the car manual before initial use for safe driving.

    Please recycle this booklet and protect the environment.

▶ Customer center : 080-200-2000  

▶ Internet homepage : www.kia.com         

▶ Date of production : July 1, 2020.
Download the price list

※  Please call the Customer Center (080-200-2000) or visit the KIA RED MEMBERS website for more details.   ※ Services are subject to change without notice.KIA RED MEMBERS WEBSITE

Door to door service : 
Vehicle pickup and delivery a desired location and 
time for customers who are unable to visit an 
AUTO Q center.     ※ Door to door is a paid service.

Vehicle maintenance, points accumulation, 
information, and marketing partnership benefits 
for Kia Motors customers.

Special membership benefits for Kia Motors customersOne-touch solution for Kia Motors customers

KIA RED MEMBERS CARD

Car supply and maintenance services and ability to earn 
and use points with diverse lifestyle service partners.Access Kia Motors and Red Members' websites with 

a single ID and view vehicle purchase, maintenance, 
and membership information all at once.

Car & Life Mall and marketing partnershipsAn essential app 
for Kia Motors customers

Differentiated maintenance services such as 
regular inspections, maintenance-by-appointment, 
and emergency assistance.

Systematic vehicle maintenance service SMART

Android iOS

2018 National Customer Satisfaction Index – 
No. 1 in RV category 4rd consecutive year 

(2016~2019)

2019 Korean Service Quality Index – 
No. 1 in the automotive after-sales service 

category (6th consecutive year)

2019 Interbrand Best 
Global Brands – 78st rank

This PDF file is for reference only.
Discrepancies between the brochure and products sold may occur
due to the time of printing. Please refer to the most recent monthly
price list when purchasing a car and contact a sales master.



CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE 9-seater _ Aurora black pearl (ABP) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

Born again with the dignity and pride of HI-LIMOUSINE.
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CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE 9-seater _ Aurora black pearl (ABP)  / ✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

Button-type power sliding doors✽

Doors can be opened and closed using the smart key, the driver's 

overhead console switch or the 2nd row sliding door switches.

Door spot lamp

A HI-LIMOUSINE logo is projected on the road when front row

doors are opened, conveying a premium image.
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CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE 7-seater / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE 7-seater / Specifications may vary according to the vehicle class, seating capacity and options that are selected.

LED door scuffs LED overhead lamps LED sun visor lamp LED glove box Lamp LED luggage lamp

Luxurious Interior Optimal driver space utilization and high-tech features

enhance everyone's comfort and pleasure.
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CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE 7-seater 

/ Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

      21.5” smart monitor (HD-DMB)

HD-DMB broadcasts, photos, videos, and music can be 

enjoyed on a wide, 21.5” LCD monitor using HDMI and 

USB ports. (monitor is not touch sensitive)

      Wireless mirroring and Bluetooth

Mobile phone mirroring/sharing and Bluetooth 

headphones can beused without cables for the 

convenience of 2nd and 3rd row passengers.

(May not support connectivity of certain headsets 

and mobile devices)

      2nd and 3rd row LED reading lamps

eading lamps on the sides of the high roof provide individual lighting to 2nd and 3rd row passengers (push-in, pull-out, redirection functions).

Front passenger walk-in device

The driver can conveniently slide or incline the front passenger seat 

to facilitate access to the rear or front seats.

      Integrated controller

The monitor and mood lamps can be easily maneuvered through integrated controls on the armrest of the 2nd-row right side seat.

      1st and 2nd row heated and cooled cup holders

2 cup holders in the front and 2 cup holders in the back of the console retain the temperature of cold or hot beverages for 

extended periods of time.
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Safety Driving

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)✽

Brake lights and emergency lights are automatically activated 

after sudden braking to alert drivers in the back of an 

emergency.

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)✽

Tracks lanes with the front-view camera and

alerts the driver if it detects an unintentional 

lane departure.

Smart Cruise Control (SCC)✽

Helps the car maintain a preset speed and a preset distance from the car in front 

with an advanced system that uses the front camera and radar sensors. 

Automatically stops the car when the vehicle in front comes to a full stop and 

restarts easily with a simple gesture when the car in front begins to move. 

Surround View Monitor (SVM)

4 cameras installed on the exterior of the vehicle keep an eye 

on all sides to facilitate and provide guidance while parking and 

driving in tight spaces.

6-airbag system✽

A driver’s airbag, front airbag (smart airbags in the 1st row), 2-side airbags, and curtain airbags protect all passengers.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 
(FCA, Cars/Pedestrians)✽

Alerts the driver and applies the brakes automatically 

if necessary to avert a collision and prevent driver injury and 

vehicular damage when the front-view camera and radar 

sense a danger of colliding with a car or pedestrian.

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) 
/ Rear Cross-traffic Collision Warning(RCCW)

Detects and warns the driver about vehicles approaching from 

rear lateral blind spots or from the back to facilitate lane 

changes and prevent accidents while driving or backing out 

from a parking space.

Safety systems have evolved to offer

a new level of safe driving that includes prevention.

✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

Sensors monitor the tires' air pressure and alert the driver if 

a tire needs to be inflated, indicating which tire's pressure is low.

High Beam Assist (HBA)

The front-view camera keeps track of surrounding lights 

and headlamps from oncoming vehicles, switching between 

high beams and low beams automatically to facilitate 

night-time driving.
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Dimension

Exterior Color

Snow white pearl(SWP) Aurora black pearl(ABP)

※ Wheel tread (Front/rear) : 19" wheels, units : mm

1,735

1,985

3,060

5,115

1,742

2,
04

0

※ Fuel economy figures are for standard mode.  Actual figures may vary according to driving habits, vehicle load and maintenance, 
    road conditions and outside temperature.         

※ According to the automobile safety standards established by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, 11-seater vans made after August 16, 
   2013 must be equipped with 110 km/h speed limiting device.

Technical Data

Government-certified standard fuel efficiency and class

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Front(mm)

Rear(mm)

(cc)

(ps/rpm)

(kg.m/rpm)

Front / Rear

Front / Rear

Overall length

Overall width

Overall height

Wheelbase

Wheel tread

Wheel tread

Displacement

Max. power

Max. torque

Brake

Suspension

 5,115

 1,985

 2,040

 3,060 

 1,740 / 1,735 

 1,747 / 1,742 

2,199

202 / 3,800

45 / 1,750~2,750

3,342

280 / 6,000

34.3 / 5,200

R 2.2 E-VGT diesel engine Lambda II 3.3 GDI engineSpecification

※ Wheel tread (Front/rear) : Corresponds to 18"/19" wheels

Ventilated disc / Disc

MacPherson Strut / In-wheel multi-link

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE 
R2.2 E-VGT Diesel 11-seater (18" tires)

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE
R2.2 E-VGT Diesel 9-seater (18" tires)

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE (HI-ROOF)
R2.2 E-VGT Diesel 9-seater (19" tires)

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE
R2.2 E-VGT Diesel 7-seater (19'' tires)

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE (HI-ROOF)
Lambda II 3.3 GDI 9-seater (19" tires)

CARNIVAL HI-LIMOUSINE
Lambda II 3.3 GDI 7-Seater (19" tires)

2,199

2,199

2,199

2,199

3,342

3,342

2,245

2,220

2,225

2,235

2,215

2,180

8 AT

8 AT

8 AT

8 AT

8 AT

8 AT

4

4

4

4

5

5

189

189

189

189

228

218

Fuel efficiency reported to the government
Displacement

(cc)

Unladen 
vehicle weight

(kg)
Model ClassTransmission

Combined 
C02 emissions

(g/km)

11.3

11.4

11.4

11.4

8.7

9.0

Highway
(km/ℓ)

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

6.9

7.1

City
(km/ℓ)

10.3

10.3

10.3

10.3

7.6

7.9

Combined
(km/ℓ)

Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

An attractive design, a generous interior space, and a price not to be missed.

Carnival HI-ROOF offers special pleasure.

3rd row seats were removed to facilitate the shooting.
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✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

Versatile convenience features created to perfect your ride experience.

High roof

LED headlamp (7/9-seater)

Supervision cluster (7" color TFT LCD)

Corrugated curtains (not applicable in the 1st row)

Headlamp (11-seater)

Premium cluster (3.5" mono TFT LCD)

LED fog lamp (7/9-seater)

8" UVO navigation              

220V inverter (200W)

Fog lamp (11-seater)

KRELL premium sound

1st row USB charger

LED rear combination lamp

Wireless smartphone charging system

3rd row USB charger

LED license plate lamp

Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

Smart power tailgate✽

Side air dam (7/9-seater) Front bumper guard (7/9-seater) Rear bumper guard (7/9-seater)

Equipment

18" luxury alloy wheel 19'' chrome sputtering alloy wheel 
(7/9-seater)



CARNIVAL OUTDOOR 9-seater _ Snow white pearl (SWP)

CARNIVAL OUTDOOR 7-seater, 3rd row seat sinking not available / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

Your dream drive in nature

begins with CARNIVAL OUTDOOR.

Dimension Exterior color
Units : mm

Government-certified standard fuel efficiency and class

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm) 

(mm) 

Overall length

Overall width

Overall height

Wheelbase

Wheel tread

(cc)

(ps/rpm)

(kg.m/rpm)

Front / Rear

Front / Rear 

Displacement

Max. power

Max. torque

Brake

Suspension

5,115

1,985

2,040

3,060

Front : 1,735 Rear : 1,742

2,199

202 / 3,800

45 / 1,750~2,750

Ventilated disc / Disc

MacPherson Strut / In-wheel multi-link

Specification R 2.2 E-VGT diesel engineSpecification

Technical Data

LED tailgate lamp 1st and 2nd row heated and cooled cup holders

Equipment

Roof cargo box Roof box universal connectorExclusive OUTDOOR emblem

Snow white pearl(SWP) Aurora black pearl(ABP)

R2.2 E-VGT diesel 9-seater (19" tires) 2,199 2,230 48 AT 189

Displacement
(cc)

Unladen 
vehicle weight

(kg)
City

(km/ℓ)
Highway

(km/ℓ)
Combined

(km/ℓ)

Model
Fuel efficiency reported to the government

ClassTransmission
Combined 

C02 emissions
(g/km)

11.49.6 10.3

Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

※ Fuel economy figures are for standard mode.  Actual figures may vary according to driving habits, vehicle load and maintenance, road conditions and outside temperature.
5,115

3,060

1,985

1,735 1,742
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0
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